
Compass Program Pin Achievement List
North Journey - Family

1. Know and repeat the Adventure names (or first names depending on child's age) of all Guides in front of the Circle.

2. Repeat all seven parts of the Adventure Guides Aims in front of the circle.

3. Good Conduct at three consecutive Circle meetings.

4. Arrange a "Night Off for Mom" - Dad/child should plan, shop, cook and serve dinner - Mom is not allowed in the kitchen! 

After dinner, dad/child will also do the dishes. Mom to send a note about the night with child to present at Circle meeting. 

5. Child presents his/her family tree to Circle. Must go back at least two generations with photos and nationalities.

6. Dad/child to do three crafts (ideally representing the Circle name and the dad/child Adventure Names).

East Journey - Nature
1. Child will plant/grow a fruit or vegetable and present to the Circle.

2. Dad/child take a 2 mile hike or walk in a parade

3. Athletics - 

Option A - Dad/child do the following

     a) 2 push ups b) 5 sit-ups c) jog 1/4 mile

Option B - Dad/child do the following

     a) swim 25 feet b) retrieve an object under water c) tread water or float for two minutes

4. Dad/child overnight camping trip (can be done alone or with the Circle).

5. Child to present an illustrated report to Circle on 5 endangered species.

6. Child creates a photo scrapbook for an event. Ideally child takes the pictures as well.

South Journey - Community
1. Child to identify and draw three animal tracks - tracks must be seen personally.

2. Child to present report on one National Park. Recommend a park that has been visited by dad/child but not required.

3. Child to present report on seven fish/animals/birds native to California. Include pictures and information about each.

4. Dad/child take a special trip (overnight recommended) and report back to the Circle about the adventure.

5. Child collects and identifies to circle ten rocks/gems/minerals.

6. Child identifies and explains three types of cloud formations with pictures.

7. Dad/child to reverse roles for a day and report back to Circle - OR - Child spends day with dad at work and reports back to 

Circle.

West Journey - Fun
1. Dad/child make a pair of stilts with child doing cutting/sanding/fastening and bring to Circle - OR - dad/child make a walking 

stick with child sanding/sealing/decorating and bring to Circle.

2. Child demonstrates (with dad's help) proper and safe way to handle a knife. Carve/whittle an object or demonstrating 

cutting vegetables/fruits for the Circle to observe.

3. Child demonstrates how to tie the following knots:

     a) Square b) Clove Hitch c) Bow Line d) Two Half-Hitches e) Taut Line Hitch f) Tie a fishing hook to a line

4. Child (with Dad) demonstrates proper way to light a camp fire and reports on how to put out the following types of fires:

     a) Wood b) Clothing c) Grease

5. Child to demonstrate First Aid knowledge showing:

     a) What to do when someone is choking.

     b) What to do when someone can't breathe.

     c) What to do when someone is bleeding.

6. Child to identify, draw and describe three constellations.

7. Child to demonstrate navigation using a compass.


